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Abstract: 

Visual cryptography is the most adaptive encoded measure applied on multimedia information object. In this encoded method,  the 

visual features of image is processed under algorithmic specification to perform image encoding. In this paper, a radial 

segmentation adaptive dual transformat ion method is provided for effective visual cryptography.  In first phase of this model, the 

radial segmentation is applied over the image to generate the circular blocks over the image. In second phase, the redial 

transformation is applied over the image with specification of angle and segmented pixels. In third phase, the bit group adaptive 

horizontal tranforation can be performed. The work is applied on multiple real time images. The results shows that the model has 

provided effective image encoding and recovery.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The informat ion sharing in public domain is always most 

required phenomenon defined under different techniques. One 

of the core technique to provide safety from intruders by 

transmittign the encoded data. The data encoding can be 

achieved here using different measures based on the 

requirement and the media type. One of such encoding 

technique is cryptography in which the key specific data 

encoding is done. The data encoding on sender side is known 

as data encryption and on reciever side where the data 

reterival is performed called decryption. One of cryptography 

method applied on images and the visual informat ion 

encoding is called vidual cryptography. This encoding method 

utilizes the visual features and constraints to provide adaptive 

image encoding. Diffe rent methods and measures are defined 

to provide image encoding in effective way. These methods 

are based on complex computation and with constraint 

specification. The visual information can be processed in 

different ways. The key constraints while working with visual 

cryptography are listed here under 

 The visual information is ext racted at the earlier 

stage. This information extracted can be contrast 

informat ion, color informat ion, error, noise 

informat ion etc. 

 The structural information can be extracted to 

provide the region specific devision. The edge 

specfiic information, shadow information can be 

processed under the structural or the region 

extraction. 

 The pixel specific informat ion processing can be 

done by dividing the pixel in two or more shares. 

Each pixel part can be processed individually as well 

as in combined form. 

 While performing the bit level working, the pixel 

expansion is considered the effective measures. The 

cryptography methods that does not provide pixel 

expansioin are considered more effect ive.  

 Segmentation is the another integrated technique 

defined with visual cryptography to provide the 

shared encoding using visual information processing. 

The basic structure that combines the structural information, 

segmentation process and the pixel information processing is 

shown here in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 : Structure of Visual Cryptography 

Here figure 1 is showing the structure of the visual 

cryptography. The figure shows that the cryptography model 

accepts the raw image as input to the system and apply the 

segmentation by applying the division with structural 

specification. The figure is showing the squared image 

segments. Each of the image division is processed under some 

superimpose algorithmic method to generate the encoded 

image. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Visual cryptography is the core encoding scheme applied on 

visual data or images. Different methods, measures and 

feature characterization are used by different researchers for 

applying the visual cryptography. In this section, the work 

provided by the earlier researchers on these cryptography 

methods are discussed. Author[1] has provided a work on 

contrast robust scheme for characterization of visual 

cryptography. The method provided by the author is called 
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canonical scheme that worked on the strong s ymmetry  

properties of the image and relatively provided the pixel 

extension to perform the cryptography. The costructive visual 

properties of image are obtained to analyze the optimal 

contrast informat ion and provided the analysis on forbidden 

sets. The scheme specific measures are provided in a seqeunce 
to generate the generalized cryptography results.  

Author[2] has defined a visual cryptography based image 

encoding work by utilizing the noise elements. The scanned 

image was processed under frequency domain analysis and 

provided the data embedding on superimpose imaeg. Author 

utilized the scanning error using frequency cofficient 

observation and tranformation. The featured adjustment was 

provided with alignment to achieve the image cryptography. 

Author[3] has provided a cryptographic authentication method 

using pixel expansion and provided the work on frequency 

domain analysis. The attack preserved encoding was provided 

by the method with integrated watermarking. The regeneration 

specific featured exp loration was provided to improve the 
encoding reliability.  

Author[4] has defined novel scheme based on conjugate order 

dithering to provide data encoding. Author used the diffusion 

scheme to conjugate the error and obtained the binary visual 

pattern to apply the data encoding over the visual features. The 

cover adpative model was provided to provide secure and 

meaningful encoding.  

Author[5] has provided a secret encoding scheme with 

specification of two or more real images and considered as the 

share image. The image stacking was provided for complex 

computation. The encoding method is having the capablity to 

hide every aspect so that the method is quite effective to 

provide the encoded communication. Author also used the 

color distortion constraint to provide effective data encoding. 

Author[6] has provided a key pair based encoding scheme by 

generating the master and the sub key combination. Author 

provided the complex computation with combination key 

specification. The security improvement was provided using 

XOR based decryption. The image quality preserved encoding 
was provided by the author.  

Author[7] has provided a work on secret scharing scheme with 

specification of error diffusion in halftone cryptography 

method. The capacity driven estiamt ion and pixel expans ion 

was provided to provide safety against the intruders. The error 

diffsed feature processing was provided by the author to 

generate more pleasing effects. The method applied the error 

filter to generate the adpative error pixels and share the 

informat ion with normal pixels to provide the integrated 
security.  

Author[8] used the visual cryptography based image sharing 

scheme to provide more adaptive informat ion capturing and 

provided the quality preserved encoding. The quality feature 

specific informat ion processing with cross information was 

handled by the method to generate the encoded image. The 

structural informat ion and processing is also provided along 

with key distribution so that the information security at pixel 
level will be achieved. 

 Author[9] has provided the inter-pixel exchanging to provide 

adaptive visual cryptography. A visual cryptography method 

was provided with multip le shares to generate the encoding 

pattern. The scheme specific component color processing was 

provided to split the pixel in sub parts so that the encoded 

image will be obtained.  

Author[10] has provided the work on pixel specific sharing 

using random inversion scheme. The level specific visual 

informat ion processing was provided to process the stacked 

images. The cryptography model is here provided to process 
the overhead analysis and encode the image adaptively.  

Author[11] has combined the encoding scheme with 

specification of quantum cryptography measure in integrated 

form. Author also combined the steganography with visual 

cryptography to provide effective image security. The light 

weight key distribution was provided using RSA method 

based on unique image eatures. These features are combined 

with quantum cryptography method to provide the promising 
security.  

Author[12] has provided the tagged visual cryptography based 

access control method to achieve the adpative security. The 

pattern processing with meaningless information processing 

was provided to achieve the group specific authentication. The 

secret image sharing under authorizat ion was provided so that 
the access structure based normalization will be achieved.  

Author[13] has defined an adpative recovery scheme against 

the visual cryptography. The preserved image processing with 

individual share is provided to observe the binary map. The 

ownership processing and the error correction specific 

encoding was provided to identify the cracking efforts. The 

rehash technique was provided to achieve the verification so 
that effective image reconstruction will be obtained.  

Author[14] has provided an adpative recovery method for half 

tone visual cryptography method. The image pattern 

processing and the binary share adpative informat ion 

processing was provided by considering the shadown 

informat ion. The appropriate shadow identificat ion with logo 

recovery was provided to generate the self verification so that 

the integrated trust and security will be improved. Author 

provided the diffusion scheme to ensure the data security in 

integrated form.  

Author[15] has defined an error diffusion scheme for 

achieving the image encoding for half tone images. The 

interference analysis and the share pixel processing was 

provided by the author to achieve data encoding. The contrast 

is considered as the adpative feature for which encoding was 

applied. The computational evaluation was provided for 

secure visual information processing.  

 III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Visual Cryptography is one of the adaptive methods to process 

the image by preserving the visual image information. In this 

present work, an extensive segmentation adaptive pixel 

processing is provided with dual transformation. At the earlier 

stage, the redial transformation is applied on circular 

segmented image. In second stage, the pixel processing is 

done in segmented form. The bit group based horizontal 

transformation is applied to provide the bit exchange. Based 

on this dual method, the bit composition and pixel expansion 

free visual cryptography is obtained. The cryptography model 

with relative work stages is shown here in figure 2. 
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Figure 2 : A lgorithmic Model 

Here, figure 2 is showing the algorithmic model for applying 

the dual transformation adaptive visual cryptography. The 

figure showing the basic process stages. These stages are 

explained here under 

A) Redial Segmentation 

The first stage of defined visual cryptography model is to split 

the image in smaller segments. In this work, the radial 

segmentation is performed. To perform the segmentation, the 

square image is defined. To  provide this division, the rad ial 

center and radius is defined to extract the segment pixels. In 

this stage, the segmented pixels are obtained from the image 

with specification of rad ial structure. 

B) Radial Tranformation 

Once the radial segments are obtained, the next work is 

perofmr the structural and intensity driven estimation and 

provide the radial segmentation. To perform the 

transformation, the center, radius and the angular specification 

is defined. Let theta is the radial angle fo r the transformation. 

The center (cx,cy) and the radius (rd) are also specified. 

Relative to this, the transformation is done. The transformed 
pixel is shown here under 

tx = cx + rd * cos (theta) 
ty = cy + rd * sin(theta) 

Here the radial transformation based encoded image pixels are 

obtained from the equation. Once the radial encoded is done. 

Each of the pixel is defined with bit group based horizontal 

transformation. This transformation phase is provided in next 

sub section 

C) Horizontal Transformation 

In final phase of this work model, the bit adaptive horizontal 

transformation is done. For this transformat ion, each of the 

pixel is divided in smaller bit group. The bit suffeling is 

performed in each group to perform the horizontal 

transformation. Let the pixel is divided in two bit grops called 

bt1 and bt2. The positional swithing in each of the bit group is 

performed to generate the encoded image.  

III. RESULTS 

The presented work is here applied on real time images. These 

images are collected from random web sources. Each of the 

collected image is grayscale image and of random size. The 

work is here implemented in matlab environment and the 

analysis is here applied in terms of MSE and PSNR values. In 

this work model, the image encoding is done using proposed 

work model and later on reverse mapping is applied to 

perform the image recovery. A sample image and the 

generated encoded and recovered image is shown in figure 3.  

 

3(a) : Input Image  

 

3(b) : Encoded Share 1 

 

3(c) :Encoded Share 2 

 

3(d) : Result Image 

Figure 3 : Visual Cryptography Result 

Here figure 3 is showing the results obtained from the process 

model defined for effective image encoding. 3(a) is showing 

the input image, 3(b) and 3(c) are showing the shared encoded 

images obtained from work. 3(d) is here showing the results. 

 

 

Accept the Input Image 

Normalize the image under size 

parameter to apply radial segmentation 

Apply the radial segmentation with 

specification of rad ial block size  

Generate the transformation constraints 

in terms of center, region pixels and the 

angular specification 

Apply the redial transformation over 

the image 

Apply the pixel d ivision in b it group 

specification 

 Generate the bit group for all pixels 

over the image 

Apply the bit specific horizontal 

transformation  

Generate the encoded image 
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V.                CONCLUSION 

The presented work is here defined to perform the visual 

cryptography using the redial segmentation adaptive dual 

transformation approach. The work model first divide the 

image in smaller red ial segments and later on applied the 

redial transformation over it. In the final stage, the bit group 

adaptive horizontal segmentation is applied to generate the 

encoded image. The results shows that the method has 
provided the effective recovery from encoded imge.  
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